
Some people say history is one of the most important school subject. Other people think that, 
in today’s world, subjects like science and technology are more important than history.

Discuss both views and give your opinion 

History was always one of the main school curriculums in most of the countries. Some people believe 
that in this modernized world science and technology are more vital to be thought taught to pupils than 
History. I firmly agree with the latter opinion and I would identify clarify it in this essay.

Whatever developments we have today is are the result of our ancestors’ ’s endeavor. So what they did 
and how they acted, in both positive and negative ways, have been chained to our lives. All disastrous 
events in the history have a lot of life lessons for us and next generations to be learned. Now humans 
areis aware of that war has dire consequences on the whole world. We are required to know the way 
our fathers had passed and what mistakes they have made, otherwise the circle of the fault actions will 
be repeated again and again. This means, we won’t achieve progression, unless we know our past.

Though history is a must learned subject in the school curriculum, excessive focus on it might lead to 
losing the present and future. All developments in communicatecommunication, transportation, 
medicine and other industry industries owe science and technology advances. Besides, since the job 
seekers who are skilled by in technological appliances are a priority for employers. So science and 
technology knowledge offers more job opportunities than history.  From another point of view, 
nowadays we are highly depending dependent on technology and being not tech-literate will definitely 
put us in various troubles. This means the more students be are educated about science- related 
subjects, the more they will be independence independent in their adulthood later on. 

All in all, though the history should not be overlooked in schools as students should know their origins 
and roots and also from where this welfare and amenities have come, the future is for the next 
generations who need today’s advancement in science and technology.


